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I. Introduction

]. I have been retained by Eli Lilly and Company and ImClone Systems LLC

(collectively, “Lilly”), to provide expert opinions and testimony concerning the invalidity ofU.S.

Patent Nos. 6,331,415 to Cabilly et at‘. (“the ’4l5 Patent” or “Cabilly II”) and 7,923,221 to

Cabilly et at. (“the ’22l Patent” or “Cabilly III”) (together, “the Cabilly Patents”)-'

2. I understand that I am submitting this expert report pursuant to United States

Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 26(a)(2). If I am called upon to testify at trial, I expect to testify

about the matters and opinions set forth in this report.

3. I may also present a tutorial to thejudge andforjury concerning the terminology

used in my report and the scientific principles underlying my analyses and opinions.

4. I understand that Genentech and City of Hope (collectively, “Genentech”) may

submit a rebuttal to my report through its own experts, and that additional discovery may take

place in this case. With that in mind, I may need to supplement or amend my report and my

expected testimony after 1 have reviewed these additional materials. I also expect to reply as

needed to any positions, theories, or evidence advanced by Genentech or its experts in their

rebuttals.

II. Education and Professional Accomplishments

5. A copy of my current curriculum vitae is attached to my report as Exhibit A.

Below I briefly summarize some of my relevant experience and accomplishments.

I I understand that another Cabilly Patent, U.S. Patent No. 4,816,567 (“Cabilly I”) is now
expired. Because I understand that all the Cabilly Patents share the same specification apart

from their claims, I generally refer to Cabilly II and Cabilly III collectively as the “Cabilly

Patents," and refer to the patents individually only where necessary. For convenience, all

citations to column and line numbers refer to the Cabilly ll specification.



6. I am currently the Master ofTrinity College, University of Cambridge. I was

previously the Deputy Director ofthe Laboratory ofMolecular Biology, Cambridge, and ofthe

Centre for Protein Engineering, Cambridge, institutions funded by the UK Medical Research

Council. I have spent my career establishing and working in the field oftherapeutic monoclonal

antibodies.

7. In terms ofmy professional background, a brief chronology is as follows: I was

awarded a BA. degree in Natural Sciences at Trinity College, Cambridge University, in 1973.

In 1976, I was awarded a Ph.D., also from Cambridge University.

8. I was a postdoctoral research fellow at Imperial College, London, from 1976 to

1977. I was a postdoctorai research fellow at the Laboratory ofMolecular Biology (“LMB”) of

the U.K. Medical Research Council (“MRC”), Cambridge, from 1977 to 1980. I have been a

member of the scientific staff at the LMB since 1931 and served as the Deputy Director from

2006 to 201 1.

9. From 1990 to 2010, I was the Deputy Director of the Cambridge Centre for

Protein Engineering. During part of that time (1994-2008), I was Joint Head of Division of

Protein and Nucleic Acid Chemistry at the LMB. Throughout most of that time, I was also a

Senior Research Fellow ofTrinity College (1991-2012). In 2012, I became Master ofT1-inity

College.

10. In 1986, I invented methods to humanize mouse monoclonal antibodies,

commonly called CDR grafting. In the period I989 to 1991, I invented methods for making fully

human recombinant antibodies by antibody phage display technology using combinatorial gene

repertoires.



I 1. During the course ofmy career I have received several awards, including the

Novo Biotechnology Award, Denmark, 1986; the Emil von Behring Prize, Federal Republic of

Germany, 1989; the Louis Jeantet Prize for Medicine, Switzerland, 1989; the Scheele Award of

the Swedish Academy ofPharmaceutical Sciences, 1994; the King Faisal International Prize in

Medicine, Saudi Arabia, 1995; the William B. Coley Award, Cancer Research Institute, USA,

1999; the Baly Medal of the Royal College of Physicians, 2005; the Biochemical Society Award,

2006; and the Royal Medal of the Royal Society in 20] 1. In 2013, I received the Canada

Gairdner International Award for the engineering ofhumanized monoclonal antibodies and their

widespread use in medical therapy, particularly for treatment ofcancer and immune disorders.

12. In 199?, I received the honor of “Commander ofthe Order of the British Empire,”

and in 2004 the honor of “Knight Bachelor,” each from Her Majesty the Queen for services to

science.

13. 1 have also founded three biotechnology companies: Cambridge Antibody

Technology (1989), Domantis (2000), and Bicycle Therapeutics (2009). Cambridge Antibody

Technology and Domantis both pioneered the use of antibody repertoire technologies to develop

fully human antibody therapeutics. Bicycle Therapeutics is focusing on the development of

bicyclic peptides as small antibody mimics. In 2006, Cambridge Antibody Technology was

acquired by Astrazeneca, and Domantis was acquired by Gla.xoSrnithKline.

14. As shown in Exhibit B, I have authored nearly 200 peer-reviewed papers. I have

also presented on numerous occasions as an invited lecturer, and am an inventor on numerous

patents issued in the United States and other countries.

III. Prior Testimonv

15. I have not testified as an expert at deposition or trial in the past four years.



IV. Compensation

16. I am being compensated for my work in connection with this litigation at my

customary consulting rate of$5,000 per day for work done in the UK, and at the rate of $10,000

per day for work that requires me to travel to the United States. My compensation is not

dependent on the outcome ofthis litigation.

V. Materials Considered

17. In reaching my opinions, I considered the materials identified in Exhibit C

(“Materials Considered”).

VI. Person of Ordinagg Skill in the Art

18. For purposes of this report, I define a person ofordinary skill in the relevant art

(“POSA”) to be an individual with a Ph.D. degree in molecular biology or a related discipline,

such as biochemistry or immunology, and having at least 1-2 years ofpostdoctoral experience.

The POSA would also have experience in protein chemistry, recombinant DNA technology, and

the expression of recombinant proteins. The P0 SA would also have knowledge of the protein

structure of antibodies and their genes. This opinion is based on the level of education and

experience of persons working in the field of recombinant DNA technology as ofApril 1983 (the

date I have been informed is the priority date of the Cabilly Patents).

VII. Law of Written Description, Enablement And Double Patenting

I9. Counsel has informed me of certain relevant legal principles that impact whether

the claims ofa patent are valid.

20. It has been explained to me that for a patent to be valid: (a) the specification must

provide adequate written description of the invention (the “written description requirement”);



and (b) the specification must explain how to make and use the invention, in such fiill, clear,

concise, and exact terms to enable a POSA to carry out the invention (the “enablement

requirement”).

21. I understand the written description requirement is satisfied when the patent

describes each and every limitation ofa patent claim with reasonable clarity so that a POSA at

the time of the invention would understand that the inventors were in possession of the full scope

of the claimed invention as of the filing date of the patent- In other words, the specification must

clearly allow a POSA to recognize that the inventors invented what is claimed.

22. Whether a patent complies with the written description requirement varies

depending on the nature and scope ofthe claims, the existing knowledge in the particular field,

the extent and content of the prior art, the maturity of the science or technology, and the

predictability of the aspect at issue.

23. I understand that the enablement requirement is satisfied when a POSA at the

time of the invention would be able to practice the full scope of tl1e claimed invention without

undue experimentation. I understand a permissible amount of experimentation to be an amount

appropriate for the complexity of the field of the invention, and for the level of expertise and

knowledge of persons skilled in that field. I also understand that enablement is tested as ofthe

date the patent application was filed.

24. I have been informed that the following factors may be considered when

determining whether undue experimentation would be necessary for a POSA to practice the

claimed invention: (I) the breadth ofthe claims; (2) the nature ofthe invention; (3) the state of

the prior art; (4) the level of one of ordinary skill; (5) the level ofpredictability in the art; (6) the

amount ofdirection provided by the inventor; (7) the existence ofworking exampies; and (8) the



quantity ofexperimentation needed to make or use the invention based on the content of the

disclosure.

25. I further understand that a patent does not need to expressly state information

known to or obtainable by a POSA at the time ofthe invention, but that such supplementation

cannot cure the patent’s failure to provide information necessary to practice the full scope of the

claimed invention, particularly in an emerging field.

26. Finalty, it has been explained to me that the doctrine of double patenting prevents

an inventor from obtaining more than one patent tenn on one invention. I understand that a

patent claim is invalid for “obviousness—type double patenting” if it is not patentably distinct

from the subject matter claimed in an earlier commonly owned patent. I am informed that a

claim in a later patent is not patentably distinct from a claim in an earlier patent if the later claim

is anticipated by, or obvious over, the earlier claim.

2?‘. It has also been explained to me that there are two steps to an obviousness—type

double patenting analysis. First, I understand that the earlier and later claims should be

interpreted as they would be understood by a POSA to determine their scope, and that claims

should be interpreted in light of the specification of which they are a part. Second, I understand

that the differences between the coverage of the earlier and later claims should be determined in

order to establish whether the later claim is patentably distinct from the earlier claim. I have

adopted this analysis in forming my opinions.

28. It has further been explained to me that anticipation exists if the earlier claim

describes every element of the later claim. And I am informed that an earlier generic claim

(covering a limited set of options) anticipates a later claim to one or more of those options if a



POSA would “at once envisage,” t'.e., would have before him or her, the limited set ofoptions

covered by the earlier claim.

V]]I. Summafl ofMy Opinions

29. Based on my review of the materials identified in Exhibit C, together with my

background and experience, it is my opinion that:

30. The claims of the Cabilly Patents are extremely broad. I understand the method

claims cover the production ofany recombinantly-produced immunoglobulinz of any type,

whether assembled in vitro or in viva, in any type ofhost cell. I fiirther understand the product

claims cover vectors comprising DNA encoding any immunoglobulin of any type, or any host

cell comprising such a vector. However, I do not believe the Cabilly Patents describe the full

scope of the claims. By contrast with the claims, the disclosure of the Cabilly specification is

narrow; the only experimental data in the specification relates to the expression of IgG heavy and

light chains in E. coil‘ in an insoluble form and the attempted assembly ofthose two chains in

vilro using denaturing chemicals and sulfhydryl reagents.

31. The Cabilly Patents do not provide sufficient written description to demonstrate

with reasonable clarity to a POSA in April 1983 that the Inventors were in possession of the

extremely broad scope ofvectors, host cells, and methods for making immuncglobulins that the

claims cover. Nor would a POSA in April 1983 have been taught how to make the broad scope

of vectors and host cells, or practice the full scope of the claimed methods for making

immunoglobulins, without undue experimentation. This is especially true because the field of

2 For convenience, in this report I will use the word “immunoglobulin” to mean assembled
immunoglobulins and fragments thereof, and assembled antibodies and fragments thereof, unless

there is a reason to use more specific terminology.



heterologous protein expression (the expression ofa protein in cells that do not normally express

the protein) was an emerging and unpredictable field in April 1983, and the Cabilly Patents

provide little or no disclosure. In particular, there are no working or predictive examples

regarding the expression and assembly in viva of immunoglobulins in mammalian cells.

32. For the purposes of this report, I focus my opinions on the issue ofexpression and

assembly in viva in mammalian cells. I am informed that another expert will opine on the issues

ofexpression and assembly in viva in bacteria.3 In nature, immunoglobulins are produced in

mammalian lymphoid cells (i.e., cells produced by the immune system) called B cells. As of

April 1933, however, there were several issues that would have been important when considering

the possibility (or impossibility) of expression and assembly of recombinant immunoglobulins in

mammalian cells, including the roles ofchaperone proteins, promoters or other regulatory

sequences, and signal sequences. Most of these issues are hardly discussed in the Cabilly

Patents. Given the limited understanding and unpredictability of the field, and the absence of

detailed guidance or a working example in the Cabilly Patents, a POSA in April 1983 would not

have reasonably concluded that the inventors were in possession ofvectors, host cells, or

methods for producing immunoglobulins, assembled in viva, in non-lymphoid mammalian cells.

Additionally, a POSA would not have been taught how to make them or practice those methods

without undue experimentation.

3 I note that functional imrnunoglobulin and/or immunoglobulin fragment assembly and secretion

were not published until 1988 in E. calf and yeast, and until 1939 in plants. (Skerra, A. &

Plitckthun, A., Assembly ofafiznciianai innnunagiabulin Fvfiagment in Escherichia caii, 240

SCLENCE 1038 (1988); Better, M., er al., Escherichia caii secretion ofan active chimeric

anribaafvfiagnreni, 240 SCIENCE 1041 (1983); Horwitz, A.H., er al., Secretion offnnciianal

antibody and Fabfiagmentfiom yeast cells, 85 PROC. N/\T’L. ACAD. SCI. USA 8678 (1988);

Hiatt, A., et a:'., Production ofantibodfes in transgenic plants, 342 NATURE 76 ( l989).)



33. Furthermore, while the Cabilly Patents encompass several immunoglobulin types

)3 CS

and itnrmmoglobulin fragments, including “mamnialian antibodies, composite

immunoglobulins,” “hybrid antibodies,” “chimeric antibodies,” “univalent antibodies,” and “Fab

protein,” most of these are described only in fimctional terms, with no structural information, and

little or no guidance is provided regarding how to make these types of immunoglobulins and

immunoglobulin fragments. A POSA in April 1983 would thus not have believed that the

Cabilly inventors were in possession of these different immunoglobulin types and

imrnuuoglobulin fragments, and would not have been taught how to make them without undue

experimentation. In particular, although encompassed by the claims, the Cabilly Patents do not

describe and did not provide a specific and useful teaching to a POSA in April 1983 on how to

make humanized and fully human antibodies, both ofwhich were only made possible by

inventions made after the Cabilly Patents were filed. My own group was responsible for the

invention of humanized antibodies, and (in combination with the group of Richard Lemer) was

also responsible for one ofthe two major methods for making fully human antibodies, namely,

“phage display/antibody repertoire technology.”

34. Finally, though the claims of the Cabilly Patents also encompass IgA and IgM

immunoglobulins, the patents ignore that IgA and IgM imm unoglobulins were known by April

1983 to be assembled as highe-r—order multimeric structures that contain a third polypeptide

chain, the “J chain,” in addition to the heavy and light chains. However, nothing in the Cabilly

Patents would have either convinced a POSA in April 1983 that the inventors were in possession

of vectors, host cells, or methods of making assembled lgA or IgM irnrnunoglobulins, or taught a

POSA how to make such immunoglobulins without undue experimentation.



35. It is also my opinion that the asserted claims of the later Cabilly II and 11] patents

are not patentably distinct from claims 1, 2, 6, and 7 ofthe earlier Cabilly I patent.

36. First, it is my opinion that Cabilly II process claim 33 and Cabilly III method

claims 20, 27, and 43 are not patentably distinct from method claims I and 2 ofCabilly I.

Cabilly I method claim 1 covers a method for making a chimeric immunoglobuiin that includes

all three of the transformation options set forth in the patent: (i) transforming separate host cells

with separate vectors each containing either a heavy or light chain DNA sequence, (ii)

transforming a single host cell with separate vectors each containing either a heavy or light chain

DNA sequence, and (iii) transforming a single host cell with a single vector containing both

heavy and light chain DNA sequences. (Col. 12, lines 24-30.) A POSA would at once envisage

this limited number ofoptions from the claim language, when interpreted in light of the

specification. Cabilly {I process claim 33 and Cabilly III method claims 20, 27, and 43 cover a

method for making a chimeric immunoglobulin (Cabilly 1] process claim 33) or a chimeric

antibody (Cabilly III method claims 20, 27', and 43) using one or two ofthese same three

transformation options. Therefore, the later claims are anticipated by the earlier claims, and,

thus, are not patentably distinct from the earlier claims.

37. Second, it is my opinion that Cabilly II vector claim 15 is not patentably distinct

from Cabilly I vector claim 6. Because Cabilly I vector claim 6 covers vectors that can be used

for all three of the transformation options disclosed in the Cabilly Patents (listed above), a POSA

would at once envisage this limited number ofoptions from the claim language, when interpreted

in light of the specification. Cabilly II vector claim 15 covers a vector that can be used for the

third transfonnation option, namely, transfonning a single host cell with a single vector

-10-



containing both heavy and light chain DNA sequences. Therefore, the later claim is anticipated

by the earlier claim, and thus is not patentably distinct fiom the earlier claim.

38. Third, it is further my opinion that Cabilly II host cell claim 1'? and Cabilly III

host cell claim 46 are not patentably distinct from Cabilly I host cell claim 7. Because Cabilly I

host cell claim 7 covers a host cell transformed according to all three of the transformation

options disclosed in the Cabilly Patents, a POSA would at once envisage this limited number of

options from the claim language, when interpreted in light of the specification. Cabilly II host

cell claim I? and Cabilly III host cell claim 46 cover a host cell transformed according to the

third of the three transformation options. Therefore, the later claims are anticipated by the earlier

claim and thus, are not patentably distinct from the earlier claim.

IX. The Claims at Issue

39. I understand that claims l5, 1?, and 33 ofCabi||y II are at issue in this case.

Those claims read as follows:

15. A vector comprising a first DNA sequence encoding at least a

variable domain of an immunoglobulin heavy chain and a second

DNA sequence encoding at least a variable domain of an

immunoglobulin light chain wherein said first DNA sequence and

said second DNA sequence are located in said vector at different
insertion sites.

17. A host cell transformed with a vector according to claim 15.

33. A process for producing an immunoglobulin molecule or an

immunologically functional immunoglobulin fragment comprising

at least the variable domains of the immunoglobulin heavy and

light chains, in a single host cell, comprising:

independently expressing a first DNA sequence encoding at

least the variable domain of the immunoglobulin heavy

chain and a second DNA sequence encoding at least the

variable domain of the immunoglobulin light chain so that

said immunoglobulin heavy and light chains are produced

_]]_



as separate molecules in said single host cell transformed

with said first and second DNA sequences.

40. I understand that claims 20, 2?, 43, and 46 of Cabilly III are at issue in this case.

Those claims read as follows (including independent claims as necessary for clarity):

15. A method for making an antibody or antibody fragment

capable of specifically binding a desired antigen, wherein the

antibody or antibody fragment comprises (a) an antibody heavy

chain or fragment thereof comprising a human constant region

sequence and a variable region comprising non human mammalian

variable region sequences and (b) an antibody light chain or

fragment thereof comprising a human constant region sequence

and a variable region comprising non human mammalian variable

region sequences, the method comprising coexpressing the heavy

chain or fragment thereof and the light chain or fragment thereof in
a recombinant host cell.

20. The method of claim l5 which results in the production of an

antibody.

25. A method for making an antibody heavy chain or fragment

thereof and an antibody light chain or fragment thereof each

having specificity for a desired antigen, wherein the heavy chain or

fragment thereofcomprises a variable region sequence and a

human constant region sequence, the method comprising culturing

a recombinant host cell comprising DNA encoding the heavy chain

or fragment thereof and the light chain or fragment thereof and

recovering the heavy chain or fragment thereof and light chain or

fragment thereof from the host cell culture.

2?. The method ofclaim 25 wherein the host cell comprises a

vector comprising DNA encoding the heavy chain or fragment

thereof and DNA encoding the light chain or fragment thereof.

38. A method for making an antibody or antibody fragment

capable of specifically binding a desired antigen, wherein the

antibody or antibody fragment comprises (a) an antibody heavy

chain or fragment thereof comprising a variable region sequence

and a human constant region sequence and (b) an antibody light

chain or fragment thereof comprising a variable region sequence

and a human constant region sequence, the method comprising

coexpressing the heavy chain or fragment thereof and the light

cha in or fragment thereof in a recombinant host cell.

-12-



43. The method ofclaim 38 which results in the production of an

antibody.

45. A replicable expression vector comprising DNA encoding an

antibody heavy chain or fragment thereof and an antibody light

chain or fragment thereof each having specificity for a desired

antigen, the heavy chain or fragment thereof and the light chain or

fragment thereof each comprising a variable region sequence and a

human constant region sequence.

46. A recombinant host cell comprising the vector of claim 45.

41. I have been informed that the terms “antibody” and “immunoglobulin” have not

been construed by the Court. (Claim Construction Order (“CC 0111.”), D.I. 158, at 2 n.1.)

Therefore, my understanding of those terms for the purpose of rendering my opinions here is

based on the definitions presented in the Cabilly Patents at col. 6, lines 3-1 1. That is, “antibody”

means a tetrameric assembly, comprising light and heavy polypeptide chains, which has specific

immunoreactive activity (i.e., specifically binds a particular antigen), or multimeric aggnegates

thereof. (Col. 6, lines 3-7.) “lmmunoglobulin” means a tetrameric assembly, comprising light

and heavy polypeptide chains, whether or not specific immunoreactive activity is a property, or

multimeric aggregates thereof. (Col. 6, lines 7-1 1.) “Antibodies” are thus a subset of

“immunoglobulins.”

42. Claim 33 ofCabilly ll claims “{a] process for producing an immunoglobulin

molecule or an immunologically functional immunoglobulin fragment” and thus requires that

practicing the claimed process results in the formation ofan assembled immunoglobulin or

fragment thereof. l have been informed that during prosecution, Genentech stated that the

Cabilly II claims, including claim 33, require assembly. (CC 0rd. at 15-16.)

43. Claims 20 and 43 ofCabilly III similarly claim a method that “results in the

production of an antibody” and thus require that practicing the claimed methods results in the

formation ofan assembled antibody. Claim 27 of Cabilly Ill includes a recovery step, which I

-13-



understand the Court has held covers both recovery ofan antibody assembled in vitro from

separate chains and recovery ofan antibody assembled in viva. (CC 0rd. at 17-18.)

44. An assembled antibody is shown in Figure l ofthe Cabilly Patents, which is

reproduced below.

 
Fig. 1: Structure of an Immunoglohulin Tetramer

The assembled antibody is a tetramer (or multimer of tetrarners) that consists of four polypeptide

chains—two heavy chains and two light chains—held together by disulphide bonds (labeled as

“—SS—” in the figure) both within (intrachain) and between (interchain) polypeptide chains.

Assembled immunoglobulins have the same basic structure.

45. As noted above, the Court found that claim 2? ofCabilly III covers both assembly

in vftro (using chemical processes), and in viva (using the host cell’s own protein folding and

assembly machinery). (CC 0rd. at 17-18.) Method claims 33 of Cabilly II and 20 and 43 of

Cabilly III likewise say nothing about how and where the heavy and Iight chains are assembled

and therefore are also broad enough to cover immunoglobulin or antibodies, respectively,

assembled in vfrro and in viva. I am informed that in a prior case, Genentech specifically

acknowledged that Cabilly 11 “claim 33 is broad enough to encompass assembly of an

-14-



immunoglobulin both inside the host cell and outside the host cell.” (Claim Construction Order,

Cenlocor Inc, v. Genenrecb, Inc, et aI., 08-cv-03573 (C-D. Cal., 2009), D.I. 93 at 17.)

46. The Cabiliy Patents note that there are different types ofheavy chain, 7 (gamma), p.

(mu), Ct. (alpha), 5 (delta), and e (epsilon), as well as two types of light chain, kappa and lambda.

(Col. 3, lines 27-32.) The type ofheavy chain determines the immunoglobulinfantibody class.

(Col. 3, lines 27-31.) The tenns “immunoglobulin” and “antibody” as used in the Cabilly Patents

are not limited to a specific type of heavy or light chain but instead broadly cover all five of the

major irnmunoglobulinfantibfldy classes, IgG, IgM, IgA, lgl), and IgE. (Col- 3, lines 60-65.) As

of April 1983, it was known that IgM and IgA are pentamers and dimers of the basic tetrameric

structure, respectively, and the Cabilly Patents expressly state, for example, that

“in1munog|obulins” and “antibodies” include these aggregates oftetramers. (Col. 6, lines 3-9.)

47. In the context of the Cabilly Patents, the broad terms “imm unoglobulin” and

“antibody” also cover several different immunoglobulia or antibody types, including

“rnamrnalian antibodies” (col. 6, lines 12-18; col. 1 1, line 19-col. 12, line 56), “composite

immunoglobulins” (col. 6, lines 30-34; col. 14, lines 40-63), “hybrid antibodies” (col. 6, lines 19-

29; col. 14, line 64-col. 15, line 9), “chimeric antibodies” (col. 6, lines 35-56; col. 15, lines 10-

33), and “univalent antibodies” (col. ‘.7, lines 25-34; col. 15, line 49-col. 16, line 2).

48. While the term “antibody” requires specific immunoreactive activity (col. 6, lines

3-7*‘), the term “immunoglobulin” does not require specific binding to a particular known antigen

(col. 6, lines 7-9). However, the Cabilly Patents contain no restriction on the types of antigens

that the “antibodies” bind and thus, the term “antibodies.” covers antibodies that bind to any

antigen.

-15-



49. Claim 33 ofCabilly II additionally requires “a first DNA sequence encoding at

least the variable domain of the immunoglobulin heavy chain and a second DNA sequence

encoding at least the variable domain ofthe immunoglobulin light chain.” Claim 15 ofCabilly II

similarly requires “ [a] vector comprising a first DNA sequence encoding at least a variable

domain ofan immunoglobulin heavy chain and a second DNA sequence encoding at least a

variable domain of an immunoglobulin light chain,” and claim 17 requires a host cell

transfolmed with the vector of claim 15. Because “imrnunoglobulin” is not limited to a

particular type or species source, the DNA sequences encoding immunoglobulins covered by the

claims are similarly unlimited.

50. Claims 27 and 45 ofCabilly III also require DNA encoding an antibody heavy and

light chain (or their fragments). Because the claimed antibodies are not limited to a particular

type, species source, or antigen, the DNA sequences encoding antibodies covered by the claims

are similarly unlimited.

5 I . Claims 17 and 33 of Cabilly II also recite a “host cell” and claims 20, 27, 38 and

46 ofCabilly III recite a “recombinant host cell.” I understand that the Court has construed “host

cell” in Cabilly II to mean “a cell whose heritable DNA has been or will be altered by the

inclusion of foreign DNA; the term includes the progeny of the originally transformed cell.”

(CC 0rd. at 9.) I further understand that the parties have agreed that “recombinant host cell” in

Cabilly III means “a cell whose heritable DNA has been altered by the inclusion offoreign

DNA; the term includes the progeny of the originally transformed cell.” (CC 0rd. at 4.)

However, neither “host cell” nor “recombinant host cell" is limited to a particular type ofcell

and thus the terms cover any host cell. The Cabilly Patents expressly include prokaryotic cells,
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such as bacteria, and eukaryotic cells, such as yeast and “cells derived from multicellular

organisms,” e.g., mammalian cells. (Col. 3, line 40-col. 10, line 29.)

52. In sum, as written and as interpreted by the Court and Genentech, a POSA would

understand that the Cabilly claims variously cover any imrnunoglobulin or immunoglobulin

fiagment, or any antibody or antibody fragment—regardless of type, species source, or target

antigen—assembled in vivo or in vttro, in any type of cell.

53. Finally, I understand that the parties’ agreed constructions of“vector” in Cabilly II

and “replicable expression vector” in Cabilly III require “a DNA construct comprising DNA

foreign to the DNA host cell, which DNA construct is capable of effecting the expression of

foreign DNA.” (CC 0rd. at 5.)

X. Produeing Immunoglobulins Assembled In Vivo in Mammalian Cells

Was Unpredictable Given the Immature State of the Art in April 1933

54. At the outset, it may be useful to describe my own interest in expressing

immunoglobulins in the period from 1983 to 1985. In April 1983, I had experience in protein

chemistry, and most aspects of recombinant DNA technology, including cloning and sequencing

(see, e.g., Winter, G. & Fields, S., Nucleotide sequence ofhuman influenza A/PR/8/34 segment 2,

10 NUCLEIC ACIDS RES 2135 (1982); Fields, S. & Winter, (3., Nucleotide sequences of influenza

virus segments 1 and 3 reveal mosaic Structure ofa small viral RNA segment, 28 CELL 303

(1982)), site-directed mutagenesis (see, e.g., Winter, G., et al., Redesigning enzyme structure by

site-directed mutagenesis.‘ tyrosyl IRNA synrhetase andATP binding, 299 NATURE 756 (1982)),

and expression and purification of soluble and active recombinant enzymes from bacteria (see,

e.g., Wilkinson, A..l., et al., Site-directed mutagenesis as a probe ofenzyme structure and

catalysis: tyrosyl IRNA synthetase cysteine—35 to glycine-35 mutation, 22 BIOCHEM. 3581 (1983);

Ways, M.M., et al., Deletion mutagenesis using an ‘M13 splint’: the N-terminal structural
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domain ofiyrosyi-IRNA symherase Q3‘. slearotherinopiiilus) catalyses theformation oftyrosyl

adenyiare, 2 EMBO J 1827 (1983)). At that time, I was focused on using recombinant DNA

technology to make single amino acid changes in enzymes in order to identify the key amino

acid residues in their active sites (see, c.g. , references cited above and Barker, D.G. & Winter,

G., Conserved cysteine and histidine residues in the structure ofthe tyrosyi and rnethionyl-IRNA

syntherases, 145 FEBS LETT I9] (1982); Carter, P-J., et aI., The use ofdouble mutants to defect

structural’ changes in the active site ofthe tyrosyi-{RNA synrhetase (Bacillus

siearorhermophiius), 38 CELL 835 (1984)). At that time, I knew about the structure of the

antibody molecule and its genes; my laboratory was adjacent to that ofthree antibody experts,

Cesar Milstein, Michael Neuberger, and Terence Rabbitts.

55. Cesar Milstein was the first person to make monoclonal antibodies, for which he

received a Nobel Prize; Terence Rabbitts was studying the genetic structure of antibodies; and

Michael Neuberger was studying the regulatory elements required for expression of antibodies,

later using this knowledge to create several engineered antibodies. I followed the work of the

Milstein, Rabbitts, and Neuberger groups as presented in departmental seminars, as well as the

work in the field of recombinant heterologous protein expression in the published literature. I

therefore believe that in key respects my experience and knowledge in 1933 was similar or

superior to that of the POSA described above.

56. In early 1983, when I was working on the engineering of enzyme active sites,

Cesar Milstein, the Head of Division, encouraged me to undertake a similar analysis of

functional sites on antibodies (this later led to our identification of the binding sites for

complement Clq (Duncan, A.R. & Winter, G., fire binding silefor Clq on IgG, 332 NATURE

738 (1988)) and a high afiinity Fc receptor (Duncan, A.R., er al’., Localization ofthe binding site
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for the human high-qfiinity Fe receptor on IgG, 322 NATURE 563 (1988))). in order to conduct

this analysis, it was first necessary to clone and express recombinant antibodies in a folded and

functional form. In April 1983, there was a single paper describing the expression of an antibody

light chain fiJSl0I1 protein in bacteria (Amster, 0., et ai., Synthesis ofport ofa mouse

immunogiobuiin light chain in a bacterial clone, 8 NUCLEIC ACIDS RESEARCH 2055 (1980)), but

there were four papers describing the expression, or at least the attempted expression, of

recombinant antibody light chains in mammalian cells using “genomic” constructs (constructs

comprising genomic DNA including introns) and endogenous or viral promoters: Rice, D. &

Baltimore, D., Regulated expression ofan immanogiobuiin I: gene introduced into a mouse

lymphoid’ cell line, 79 PROC. NAT’L ACAD. SCI. USA 7862 (1982); Falkner, F.G. & Zachau, H.G.,

Expression ofmouse immnnogiobniin genes in monkey cells, 298 NATURE 286 (1982); Ochi, A.,

er ai., Transfer ofa cloned immnnogiobulin light-chain gene to nniram‘ hybridoma ceiis restores

specific antibody production, 302 NATURE 340 (1983); Oi, V., et ai., Iinmnnoglobuiin gene

expression in transformed iymphoid ceiis, 80 PROC. NAT’L ACAD. SCI. USA 825 (1983).

However, the reasons for success or failure in the expression or secretion of the light chain in

different cell types were not clear.

57. In three ofthe papers, Rice & Baltimore 1982, Ochi er ai. 1983, and Oi er ai. 1983,

the authors were able to demonstrate the secretion and assembly ofa recombinant light chain

with the endogenous heavy chain in a hybridoma. However, there were no publications

describing the expression of recombinant antibody heavy chains in mammalian cells.

58. In the oniy example describing the expression of light chains in non-lymphoid

cells, Falkner & Zachau 1982, it was not clear (due to the experimental design) whether the light

chain had been secreted. Furthennore, it was not clear whether the expression and assembly of
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antibody heavy and light chains could be correctly regulated in non-lymphoid cells in the

absence ofheavy chain binding protein BiP. (Wabl, M. & Steinberg, C., A theory ofafielic and

isotypic exclnsion_for immunogiobuiin genes, 79 PROC. NAT’L. ACAD. SCI. USA 6976 ( I 982); see

also Haas, I .G. & Wabl, M., Immunoglobulin heaigr chain bindingprotein, 306 NATURE 387

(1983) (published after the Cabilly filing date but repeating the suggestion ofBiP’s importance

in the regulation of immunoglobulin chain synthesis).)

59. In April 1983, it was therefore not evident to me, or a POSA, how to express

recombinant antibodies in mammalian cells. In particular, it was not clear whether non-

lymphoid cells would be suitable hosts for expression and secretion ofboth heavy and light

chains. Lymphoid cells seemed more promising, but it was not clear whether to use secreting or

non-secreting lymphoid host cells. Hybridornas that secreted endogenous antibodies would

have led to complex mixtures of endogenous and recombinant chains, and it was not clear

whether a non—secreting myeloma would have allowed the secretion of recombinant antibodies.

Nor was it clear whether to use genomic constructs with endogenous promoters, or cDNA

constructs (in which introns are spliced out), as used by the Cabilly inventors.

60. A further consideration was yield. I anticipated a range of studies would be

necessary to characterize any expressed protein and to determine whether, in fact,

immunoglobulin expression was successfizl. To do so, I believed we would need up to milligram

quantities of purified material from each mutant (at a later date we had to make more than 20

different mutants of a mouse antibody in order to identify the Clq binding site (Duncan, A.R. &

Winter, G., The binding sitefor Clq on IgG, 332 NATURE 738 0988»).

6]. I was sufficiently uncertain in the spring of 1983 about how to express

recombinant antibodies, and in sufficient yield, that I postponed my proposed project to engineer
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the fimctional sites of antibodies. The lack ofa proven expression system was the major issue,

and it would not be simple tojust “try” a number ofdifferent expression systems. Instead, it

would first have been necessary to procure a cell line producing a suitable antibody (at that time,

there were very few cell lines producing well characterized monoclonal antibodies), the genes for

heavy and light chains would then have to be cloned, and then tailored as necessary to insert into

different expression vectors. This would be a major undertaking without any certainty of

success.

62. Later in 1983, several authors published work that identified a heavy chain

enhancer within the immunoglobulin gene (Gillies, S.D., et a;’., A tissue-specific transcription

enhancer element is located in the major intron ofa rearranged imnmnogiobulin hemy chain

gene, 33 CELL 7']? (1983); Neuberger, M.S., Expression and regulation of immunogiobulin

heavy chain gene transfected into Iyinphoid cells, 2 EMBO J. 13?3 (1933); Banelji, J ., et al'., A

lymphocyte-specific ceiiniar enhancer is located downstream ofthejoining region in

iinmnnogiabniin heavy chain genes, 33 CELL 729 (1933)); this was the first tissue specific

mammalian enhancer to be discovered. At about the same time, another group showed that

recombinant antibody heavy chains and recombinant light chains could be expressed, assembled

and secreted from a nomsecreting myeloma cell line (Ochi, A., et aI., Functianai

irmnunogiobaiin Mproduction afler rransfecrion ofcloned irnimmoglobulin heavy and light

chain genes into iyniphoid ceiis, 80 PROC. NAT’L ACAD. SCI. USA 635] (1983)). All of this

work used vectors containing genomic constructs with endogenous imrnunoglobulin promoters.

63. Thus, by the end of 1983, the vector and host cell requirements for antibody

expression in lymphoid cells had become much clearer than earlier in the year. However, it was

some time before the same could be said for antibody expression in non-lymphoid cells.
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(Weidle, U., et ai., Reconstitution ofjimctionaiiy active antibody directed against creatine kinase

fioni separateiy expressed hemgv and light chains in non-lymphoid cells, 51 GENE 21 (1987).)

64. By early 1984, my work on engineering enzymes had led me to the notion that

antibodies might be used as universal frameworks for designing and building catalytic sites. In

the course of inspecting the architecture ofantibodies for this purpose, I realized that it might be

possible to transplant binding sites fi'om one antibody to another by transplanting the antigen—

binding loops. I realized that this approach might provide a powerful means of turning rodent

antibodies into near human antibodies (see '[|’1] 96-97 for further description of the concept). I

therefore returned with some urgency to the issue ofantibody expression. I noted the

publications of B055 (B053, M.A., et ai. , Assembiy offiznctionai antibodiesfiom inrmunogiobuiin

heavy and tight chains synthesized in E. can, 12 NUCLEIC ACIDS RESEARCH 3791 (1984)) and

Cabilly (Cabilly, S., et a.:’., Generation ofantibody activityflorn immunogiobuiin poiypeptide

chains produced in Escherichia coii, 81 PROC. NAT’L ACAD. SC]. USA 3273 (1984)) on the

expression of antibodies in bacteria. But in both cases, poor yields of functional antibody were

obtained by in vitro reconstitution and no antibody was assembled in vivo. in View of these

failed attempts, I turned to the only method that had been validated by early 1984, namely,

expression in lymphoid cells using genomic DNA constructs.

65. Michael Neuberger offered the use of his DNA vectors for expression of genomic

antibody heavy chain sequences, to be used in the first instance in association with the

endogenous light chain ofa mouse myeloma. He was in the process ofmaking other antibody

constructs, including a F(ab’)2 fusion with an enzyme (Neuberger, M.S., et al., Recombinant

antibodies possessing novel‘ eflectorfunctions, 312 NATURE 604 (1984)) and a chimeric antibody

(Neuberger, M.S., et ai., A hapten-specific chimeric IgE antibody with human piiysioiogicai
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efiiectorfimction, 314 NATURE 268 (1985)). As we were unsure of the location ofall the

necessary regulatory signals, I engineered the vectors so as to allow a substitution ofthe mouse

variable region gene with the corresponding synthetic humanized sequence (Jones P.T., er 01.,

Replacing the complementarity-determining regions in a human antibody with thosefiom a

mouse, 32] NATURE 522 (1986)), and minimized all other changes because I did not know

(indeed it was not publicly known) what regulatory sequences upstream, downstream or within

the immunoglobulin gene were required for expression in the lymphoid cells. I was concerned

that additional changes would destroy the ability of the vector to express immunoglobulin genes.

This conservative approach, more than one year later than the Cabilly filing, illustrates the

uncertain state of the art at the time.

66. Given the state ofthe art in April 1983, it would have been unpredictable to a

POSA whether one could express and assemble in vivo a heterologous immunoglobulin in non-

lymphoid mammalian cells. As discussed below, key factors in mammalian protein expression

and assembly remained poorly understood, including the roles of rnammalian chaperone

proteins, the maintenance ofappropriate relative levels of heavy and light chain polypeptides, as

well as the necessary regulatory elements. There was uncertainty and unpredictability as to

whether non- lymphoid cells contained the correct chaperone proteins to assist in

imrnunoglobulin assembly, and as to whether the promoters or other regulatory signals required

for immunoglobulin expression in lymphoid cells would be active in non-lymphoid cell types.

Consistent with my opinion, I understand that Genentech’s expert Dr. Rice has stated:

[T]he processes governing immunoglobulin assembly and

secretion in B-lymphocytes were not understood in April of 1983.

Instead, it was known from studies involving cultures ofB-

lymphocyte cells, such as hybridomas or ntyeloma lines, that

production and secretion of intact immunoglobulin tetramers were

subject to many unknown and uncharacterized variables.
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(Rice Dec]. 11, 11 14.)

A. Chagerones

67. It was known in April 1983 that irnmunoglobulin assembly relies on “chaperone

proteins,” which are proteins that assist in the folding and assembly ofother proteins. One

chaperone protein, the immunoglobulin binding protein BiP, was known in 1983, but its role in

immunoglobulin assembly was not well-understood- (Wabl, M. & Steinberg, C., A theory of

aiieiic and fsogrpic exclusionfor immnnogiobulin genes, 79 PROC. NA'I"L. ACAD. SCI. USA 6976

(1982).) BiP had been found in a murine pre-B cell line and in some myelomas, but it was not

known whether BiP or a similar protein was expressed in other mammalian cell types or whether

the expression and assembly of antibody heavy and light chains could be correctly regulated in

non-lymphoid cells in the absence of heavy chain binding protein BiP. (See Wabl, M. &

Steinberg, C., A theory ofailefic and isofypic exclusionfor inrmnnoglobnlfn genes, 79 PROC-

NAT’L. ACAD. SCI. USA 6976 (1982).) A cDNA encoding BiP was not cloned until 1988, when

it was cloned from a mouse pre-B cell line, and thus a recombinant form of BiP was not

available in April 1983. (Haas, LG. & Meo, T., cDNA cloning ofthe fmmunogiobulfn hemy

chain birrdfng protein, 85 PROC. NAT’L. ACAD. SCI. USA 2250 (1988).) Furthermore, it was also

not known in April 2983 whether murine BiP would work with a non-murine immunoglobulin,

and thus, whether one could assemble a mammalian immunoglobulin in vivo in a lymphoid cell

from another species.

68. My opinion is also consistent with that of Dr. Rice, who has stated:

[A] person of ordinary skill in early April of 1983 would have

assumed that the expression, production, assembly and secretion of

immunoglobulins were dependent on the unique transcriptional

machinery and other cellular agents found in the B-lymphocytes

that produce immunoglobulins.
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(Rice Dec]. 11, 11 15.) Dr. Rice has further stated that:

A person ofordinary skill also would have assumed that other

types ofdifferentiated cells do not possess these unique attributes

and capabilities, because other types ofdifferentiated cells do not

produce immunoglobulins.

(M)

B. Correct Proportions ofHeafl and Light Chain Polypeptides

69. In mature B cells, where both the heavy chain and light chain are produced, the

light chain is produced in excess to avoid the effects of heavy chain toxicity. In mammalian

cells, “heavy chain toxicity” refers to the decreased viability of lymphoid cells (such as pre—B

cells) that produce a significant excess ofheavy chain versus light chain. (See, e.g., Kohler, G.,

Immnnoglobufin chain loss in Fzybridoma lines, Tr‘ PROC. NAT’L ACAD. SCI. USA 219'? (I980);

Wilde, C. D. & Milstein, C., Analysis ofnnmunoglobulin chain secretion using hybrid

rnyeIomas,l0 EUR. J. IMMUNOL. 462 (l980).) Wabl & Steinberg reported in 1982 that Bil’ bound

to free heavy chain polypeptides in pre-B cells (which do not express a light chain), and

hypothesized that BiP might be involved in neutralizing heavy chain toxicity. (Wabl, M. &

Steinberg, C., A theory ofafleiic and isotypic exclusionfor innnnnoglobuifn genes, 79 PROC.

Nxrm. ACAD. SCI. USA 6976 (1982).)

70. As mentioned above, it was not known in April 1983 whether non-lymphoid cell

types expressed BiP or a similar protein. As such, a POSA would have believed that over

expression ofa recombinant immunoglobulin heavy chain could lead to heavy chain toxicity in a

non- lymphoid host cell.

71. I understand that Genentech’s experts have also previously recognized the

importance of the balance between levels of the heavy and light chains. For example, Dr.

Colman noted that it was known that the unbalanced expression of the two irnrnunoglobulin
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genes in a lymphoid cell could affect the production ofthe immunoglobulin polypeptides by that

cell, as well as the subsequent folding, assembly and secretion ofthe immunoglobulin tetramer,

among other events. (See Colman Deci., 1| 31.) And Dr. Harris stated that:

[A] person ofordinary skill in the art in early April of 1983 would

have expected that successful production of an immunoglobulin

tetramer would depend at least in part, on “correct” levels of

expression of the immunoglobulin light and heavy chain genes.

(Harris Dec]. 11, 1; 35.)

C. Regulatog Elements

72. Regulatory elements were another source of unpredictability with respect to

expression of immunoglobulins in mammalian non-lymphoid cell types.

73. Promoters are DNA sequences that define where transcription ofa gene is

initiated. RNA polymerase and proteins called transcription factors bind to the promoter to

initiate transcription of DNA into n1RNA. Promoters are usually located directly upstream of

their associated gene. Enhancers are regulatory elements that increase expression from

promoters. Enhancers can act on multiple promoters at the same time, and can act at a distance,

whether located upstream or downstream ofthe promoter they are acting on. Enhancers are

sometimes located a great distance away from the prornoter(s) they influence.

74. As noted above, it was not until after April 1983 that the immnnoglobulin heavy

chain and light chain enhancers were identified. (See, e.g., Gillies, S.D., et al.,A tissue-specific

transcription enhancer eternent is located in the major intron ofa rearranged iinmnnogtobulin

heavy chain gene, 33 CELL 717 (1983); Banerji, 1., et ai, A iytnphocyte-specific cefluiar

enhancer is Iocatea’ downstream ofthejoining region in iminnnoglobnlin heavy chain genes, 33

CELL 729 (1983); Neuberger, M.S., Expression and regulation ofitnnntnogiobntin heavy chain

gene transfected into lymphoid ceils, 2 EMBO J. 1373 (1983).)
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'35. As of April 1983, however, it had been hypothesized that the endogenous

immunoglohulin regulatory sequences were specific to lymphoid cells and required for lymphoid

cell gene expression. For example, Falkner & Zachau 1982 reported no significant expression of

light chain genes under the control of their own promoter. (Falkner, F.G- & Zachau, H.G.,

Expression ofmouse immnnoglobnlfn genes in monkey cells, 298 NATURE 286 (1982).) They

suggested that immunoglobulin expression “requires DNA sequences filrther upstream andfor

downstream than those present in [their] plasmids” or that “in immunoglobulin gene expression,

some as yet undefined factors provided in the tissue-specific difi"erentiation events may have a

role.” (fol) Similarly, Ochi er are‘. 1983, reported that “differences in the cellular environments

might underlie the different requirements for [light]-chain gene expression.” (Ochi, A., et at,

Transfer ofa cloned nnmnnoglobnlin light-chain gene to mutant hybridonia cells restores

specific antiboajz production, 302 NATURE 340 (1983 ).) And Oi er al. 1983, reported that light

chains were produced in mouse myeloma and hybridoma cell lines but were not produced in rat

rnyeloma or mouse thymoma cells. (Oi, V., et at‘. , Irnmnnogfofndin gene expression in

transformed lymphoid cells, 30 PROC. NAT’L ACAD. SCI. USA 825 (1983).) They hypothesized

that the “lack of light chain expression in the transformed thymoma may reflect tissue-specific

gene regulation.” (Id.) Accordingly, a POSA in April 1983 would not have expected that non-

lymphoid mammalian cells could express and assemble immunoglobulins in vivo.

76. Even after the filing date of the Cabilly Patents, Ochi et ai. 1983, reported that

“[b]ecause immunoglobulin production is a specialized function of cells of the B-lymphocyte

lineage, it is expected that the conditions for proper lg gene expression will be provided only in

appropriate immunocompetent cells." (Ochi, A., er‘ al., Fnnctional imninnogiobnlin M

production after transfection ofcloned immnnoglobniin hemp; and light chain genes into
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lymphoid cells, 80 PROC- NAT’L ACAD. SCI. USA 6351 (1983).) As heavy and light chain

promoters became better understood, those promoters were indeed shown to exhibit lymphoid

cell specificity. (See, e.g., Foster, J ., et oi, An imrnunoglobnhin promoter displays cell-type

specificity independently ofthe enhancer, 315 NATURE 423 (1985); Picard, D. & Schaffiier, W.,

Cell-type preference ofinimunoglobulin kappa and lambda gene promoters, 4 EMBO J. 2831

(1985).) And it was later reported that an “immunoglobulin locus enhancer element” was

required for transcription of heterologous gene in mouse myeloma cells. (Neuberger, M.S.,

Expression and regulation ofnnmnnogfobnlin heavy chain gene tronsfected into lymphoid cells,

2 EMBO J. 1373 (1983).)

77. I understand that in other contexts, Genentech’s experts have testified that

additional research was required to understand the regulatory elements needed to express and

assemble immunoglobulin heavy and light chains into an immunoglobulin in viva:

[Rice and Baltimore] reports that it was unclear what enabled the

lymphoid cell to express the introduced gene, and that expression

may have been due to the presence of uncharacterized regulatory

elements in the light chain gene . . . Instead, they demonstrate that

expression of irnmnnoglobulin genes in lymphoid cells was not

well understood, was regulated by unknown and uncharacterized

factors and processes, and that additional research was needed to

identify and understand what actually controlled expression in

lymphoid cells.

(McKnight Decl. I, fl 83 citing Rice, D. & Baltimore, D., Regulated expression ofan

initnunoglobnlin K gene introduced into a mouse lymphoid cell line, 79 PROC. NAT’L ACAD. SCI.

USA 7862 (1932).)

D. Signal SQ; uences

78. A signal sequence (also called a “signal peptide” or a “pre-sequence”) is a

relatively short, specialized amino acid sequence found at the N-terminus of secreted proteins.
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lrnmunoglobulin heavy chain and light chain polypeptides both naturally have signal sequences

that are required for immunoglobulin assembly in vivo in B cells.

79. Generally speaking, a polypeptide bearing a signal sequence is translated on

ribosomes residing at the outer membrane ofthe rough endoplasmic reticulum (“RER”) in

mammalian cells, and is directed into the lumen (inside compartment) of the RER, where the

signal sequence is removed by an enzyme called a “signal peptidase” to produce a “mature”

polypeptide. The lumen of the RER is an oxidizing environment, in contrast to the reducing

environment of the cytoplasm. In a mammalian cell, only in the oxidizing environment ofthe

RER can irnrnunoglobulin chains properly fold, form disulphide bonds, and assemble into

immunoglobulius that are then secreted from the cell lines.

80. Based on my education and experience, and for the reasons set forth above, it is

my opinion that it would have been unpredictable to a POSA in April 1983 whether one could

emmmmmmwmmemwmammmmmmmmmmgwmmnmmHwmmMmmmwmnmm.

XI. The Cabilly Patents Do Not Describe or Enable Vectors, Host Cells, or

Methods for Producing Immunoglobulins Assembled In Viva in Mammalian Cells

8 t. No working or even hypothetical example ofexpression and in vivo assembly of

an imrnunoglobulin in any mammalian cell is disclosed in the Cabilly Patents. The Cabilly

Patents set forth only one “working” example, and that example concerns the expression in E.

coir‘, which is a bacterium and not a mammalian cell line, and attempted in vitro reconstitution of

heavy and light chains of an anti-CEA antibody. (Col. 23, line 1- col. 25, line 62.)

32. The uncertainties, discussed above, associated with producing assembled

recombinant immunoglobulins in non- lymphoid mammalian cells are neither addressed not
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contemplated in the Cabilly Patents. Thus, the inventors provide no disclosure that would allow

a POSA to reasonably conclude that the inventors were in possession ofvectors, host cells, or

methods of producing immunoglobulins in vivo in the full range ofmammalian cell lines.

83. As to mammalian cells, the Cabilly Patents disclose only that “in addition to

microorganisms cultures ofcells derived from multicellular organisms may also be used as

hosts,” and provide a list of “usefiil host cell lines.” (Col. 9, lines 56-66.) Those mammalian

cell types, namely, VERO, HeLa, CHO, W138, BHK, COS-7 and MDCK cells, are all non-

lymphoid cell types. (Col. 9, lines 56-66.) However, it was not known in April 1983 whether

non-lymphoid cell types expressed BiP (or a similar protein). Thus, a POSA in April 1983

would not have expected that non-lymphoid cells, including those listed in the Cabilly Patents,

would be able to express and assemble immunoglobulins in viva. Indeed, the role of Bil’ or any

other chaperone is not mentioned anywhere in the Cabilly specification.

34. As discussed above, a POSA would have believed that over expression of a

recombinant immunogiobulin heavy chain could lead to heavy chain toxicity, particularly in the

absence of BiP, which Wabl & Steinberg hypothesized was involved in neutralizing heavy chain

toxicity. (Wabl, M. & Steinberg, C., A theory ofallefic and isotypfc exchrsionfor

iminzmogfobufin genes, 79 PROC. NAT’L. ACAD. SCI. USA 69'.*'6 (1982).) However, the Cabilly

Patents do not address the control of levels of expression of the immunoglobulin heavy and light

chains in mammalian cells. Instead, the Cabilly Patent claims require “independent” expression

of the heavy and light chains, without providing any guidance regarding stoichiometry.

Furthermore, because neither BiP nor any other chaperone is mentioned in the Cabilly

specification, a POSA would not have been taught a means to ameliorate the possibility ofheavy

chain toxicity in mammalian non—lymphoid host cells.
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35. The Cabilly Patents state that:

It is also possible, and often desirable, to utilize promoter or

control sequences normally associated with the desired gene

sequence, provided such control sequences are compatible with the

host cell systems.

(Col. 10, lines 15-18.) But they give no guidance that would tell a POSA which control

sequences would be compatible with any particular host cell system, and as shown by the papers

discussed above, the work ofdetermining whether a particular promoter was compatible with a

particular host cell type was substantial and unpredictable. In addition, as of 1983, it was not

known whether there were additional regulatory sequences located upstream, downstream or

even within the immunoglobulin genes themselves, that were necessary for expression and

assembly of immunoglobulins or whether such regulatory signals were compatible with non-

lymphoid cells or cells from another mammalian species. In fact, in April 1983, the endogenous

regulatory sequences that the Cabilly Patents say are “desirable” to use were believed (and later

shown) to exhibit lymphoid cell specificity and thus, would not have been functional in the

mammalian non-lymphoid cells listed in the Cabilly Patents. (See fifi] 7546, 81-83 above.)

86. The Cabilly Patents also do not discuss the role of signal sequences, including

how they might be utilized in conjunction with the vectors, host cells, or methods that the patent

claims encompass. In Figure 3 of the patents, an anti—CEA light chain sequence is described by

its nucleotide and amino acid sequences, but the depicted light chain lacks a complete signal

sequence. Only nine of the twenty~four amino acids of the light chain signal sequence are

shown. The remaining fifteen amino acids were not published until more than a year later, in

June I984. (Cabilly, S-, er al., Generation ofantibody acrivirj/fiom innnnnoglobnfin polypeptide

chainrs produced in Escherichia coii, 31 PROC. NAT’L ACAD. SCI. USA 32 "I3 (J one 1984).) The
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truncated sequence reported in the Cabilly Patents would not be expected to function to secrete

the light chain.

87. Notably, the cell lines used to make the monoclonal antibody products could not

exist without integration and selection, because plasmids that exist only in extrachromosomal

(“episomal”) form are quickly lost from host cell cultures, and are not useful for expression over

a period ofmore than a few days. Nothing in the Cabilly Patents mandates that a vector must be

integrated into the chromosome, or that a selectable marker must be used. At most, the patent

specification mentions that an expression vector may be integrated, without explaining how such

integration would take place in the context of a mammalian cell, and mentions selection only

generally:

It is implied, although not always explicitly stated, that these

expression vectors must be replicable in the host organisms either

as episomes or as an integralpart‘ ofthe chromosomal DNA.

#4 * *

A useful, but not a necessary, element ofan efl"ective expression

vector is a marker encoding seqaence—i.e. a sequence encoding a

protein which results in a phenotypic property (e.g. tetracycline

resistance) of the cells containing the protein which permits those

cells to be readily identified.

=l= =l= it

An origin of replication may be provided either by construction of

the vector to include an exogenous origin, such as may be derived

from SV40 or other viral (e.g. Polyoma, Adeno, VSV, BPV, etc-)

source, or may be provided by the host cell chromosomal

replication mechanism. lffthe vector is integrated into the host cell

chromosome, the latter is often sufficient.

(Col. 8, lines 6-9, 11-] 5; col. 10, line 19-25 (emphasis supplied).)
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88. Finally, the Cabilly Patents also do not address how to obtain a sufiicient yield of

assembled immunoglobulin in a mammalian non-lymphoid cell such that a POSA would be able

to determine that he or she had made the desired product. (See 1111 60-6} , 64 above.)

89. In sum, given the immature state ofthe art in April 1983 with respect to both

regulatory elements and immunoglobulin assembly, including the role ofmammalian chaperone

proteins, the resulting lack ofpredictability regarding recombinant immunoglobulin expression

and assembly in non-lymphoid cells, coupled with the Cabilly Patents’ general lack of

disclosure, and the complete absence ofworking or predictive examples of expression and

assembly of immunoglobulin chains in viva in non-lymphoid mammalian cells, a POSA would

not have reasonably concluded that the Cabilly inventors were in possession of the claimed

vectors, host cells, or methods for producing a recombinant immunoglobulin assembled in vivo

in non-lymphoid cells in April 1983. Furthermore, the Cabilly Patents would not have taught a

POSA how to make such vectors and host cells, or practice such claimed methods without undue

experimentation.

XII. The Cabilly Patents Do Not Describe or Enable Vectors, Host Cells, or

Methods for Producing the Full Scope of Immunoglobulins or Fragments Thereof

90. The Cabilly Patents claims cover vectors, host cells and methods for making

several immunoglobulin types and immunoglobulin fragments, including “mammalian

antibodies” (col. 6, lines I2-18; col. 1], line 19-col. 12, line 56), “composite immunoglobulins”

(col. 6, lines 30-34; col. 14, lines 40-63), “hybrid antibodies” (col. 6, lines 19-29; col. 14, line

64-col. 15, line 9), “chimeric antibodies” (col. 6, lines 35-56; col. 15, lines 10-48), “univalent

antibodies” (col. 7, lines 25-34; col. 15, line 49-col. 16, line 2), and “Fab protein” (col. 7, line

53-col. 3, line 2; col. 16, lines 3-10) but most are described only in functional terms, with no



structural infonnation, and little or no guidance regarding how to make these types ofantibodies

is provided.

91. In its sole “working” example, the Cabilly Patents purport to describe a mouse

anti—CEA IgG antibody. The Cabilly Patents show the sequences (r‘.e., structures) of one gamma

heavy chain (Fig. 4) and one kappa light chain with a partial signal sequence (Fig. 3)- But no

other antibody from any other class (e.g., IgA, or IgM, which have alpha and mu heavy chains,

respectively) or isolated from any other species except a mouse is described in the Cabilly

specification, except in generic terms. The Cabilly Patents further discuss one chimeric mouse-

human anti—CEA antibody, one altered antibody, and one anti-CEA Fab fragment but only in

hypothetical terms and no specific structural information is provided. No other chimeric

antibody, altered antibody, or Fab fragment are described. The Cabilly Patents describe no

antibody species with ilnproved “antigen binding characteristics,” and do not provide any

mmmmmmgfiwwmmmmmwwmmmwmmmmmmeUmmwfimfimo

description of a composite immunoglobulin, hybrid antibody, or univalent antibody.

92. As discussed, given the immature state of the art with respect to recombinant

immtmoglobulins, coupled with the Cabilly Patents’ lack ofdisclosure ofany antibody sequence

other than a mouse anti—CEA, and given the complete absence of working examples, a POSA in

April 1983 would not have reasonably concluded that the Cabilly inventors were in possession of

the full scope of vectors, host cells or methods for producing the claimed immunoglobulin types

and fragments. For similar reasons, a POSA would not have been enabled to make such vectors

and host cells, or practice the claimed methods without undue experimentation.

93. In fact, the first successful report of the creation of a chimeric antibody in which

the heavy and light chains were recombinantly expressed and assembled in the same cell was
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made after April 1983 by other scientists. (Morrison, S., et aI., Chimeric human antibody

molecules.‘ Mouse antigen-binding domains with human constant region domains, 81 PROC.

NAT’L. ACAD. SCI- USA 635] (1984)-)

94. I also note that the patent specification states that composite immunoglobulins are

assembled from heavy chains and light chains prepared in separate cultures and reassembled “as

desired.” (Col. 14, lines 45-5 0.) Similarly, the patent specification states that hybrid antibodies

are assembled from “pairs of heavy chains and light chains” prepared in four separate cultures,

with “subsequent mixing of the four separately prepared peptides.” (Col. 14, line 65-001. 15, line

5.) Though the scope of the method claims is not so~limited, these statements make plain that

the inventors did not contemplate in vivo assembly ofcomposite iunnunoglobulins and hybrid

antibodies, because in viva assembly requires that both chains be expressed in the same cell. The

patent specification further states that chimeric antibodies are assembled according to section

13.2 ofthe specification. (Col. 15, lines I 1-33.) Section D.2 ofthe Specification is limited to in

via-o recombination (assembly) techniques. (Col. 12, line S7-col. 13, line 52.) Thus, the Cabilly

Patents contemplate only in vftro assembly ofchimeric antibodies.

95. In particular, the Cabilly Patents do not describe and did not teach a POSA in April

1983 how to make humanized antibodies (which would be encompassed by “altered antibodies”)

and fully human antibodies (which would be encompassed by “mammalian immunoglobulins"),

both of which only became possible by inventions made after the Cabilly Patents were filed. My

own group was responsible for the invention of humanized antibodies, and (in combination with

the group of Richard Lerner) for one of the two major methods of making fully human

antibodies, namely, “phage displaylantibody repertoire technology” (discussed further below).



96. In concept, humanized antibodies are human antibodies in which the six antigen-

binding loops ofthe variable domain are replaced by the six antigen-binding loops

(complementarity determining regions or CDRS) ofa rodent monoclonal antibody ofdesired

specificity. The humanized antibodies may bind to the antigen with similar affinity as the

original rodent antibodies, and are as much as 95% human in origin. This contrasts with

chimeric antibodies, such as the exemplary chimeric antibody in the Cabilly Patents, which

comprise the entire variable regions of a rodent antibody filsed to the constant regions ofa

human antibody- Such chimeric antibodies are only about 65% human.

9?. In some cases, the binding affinity ofthe humanized antibodies may be less than

that of the original rodent antibody. In such cases, it may be necessary to substitute one or more

amino acid residues of the human V-region framework with residues from the corresponding

position of the rodent antibody, so that the rodent CDRs pack against the (human) framework in

a manner similar to the original rodent antibody.

98. Although the Cabilly Patents generally contemplate “altered” antibodies, at no

place do the Cabilly Patents disclose that the inventors were in possession of humanized

antibodies, nor do they provide a specific and useful teaching sufficient to enable a POSA to

make one without undue experimentation.

XIII. The Cabilly Patents Do Not Describe or Enable Vectors, Host Cells, or

Methods for Producing Fully Human Immunglobulins

99. In April 1983, monoclonal antibodies had been recognized as potentially usefiil

agents for treating disease. Because antibodies made in non-human organisms (e.g., mice) were

known to provoke a significant immune response in humans, fully human monoclonal antibodies

were considered to be the Holy Grail ofthe field.
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100. The full scope of“mammalian antibodies” encompasses antibodies fiom any

mammal, including humans. Furthermore, as noted, the Cabilly Patents contain no restriction on

the types ofantigens that the “antibodies” bind and thus, the term “antibodies” covers antibodies

that bind to any antigen, including human antigens.

10] . To make human recombinant antibodies, however, one needs to make light chain

and heavy chain expression vectors, which, in turn, require a source of mRNA encoding at least

the variable regions of the heavy and light chains of actual human antibodies. That requirement

exists because the variable regions confer antigen binding specificity in the context of an

assembled antibody.

102. The Cabilly Patents do not describe the sequence of any fully human antibodies.

While they mention hurnan—hun1an hybridomas and human-mouse hybridomas in the

“Background of the Invention” section (see col. 2, lines 1 1-13’), the Cabilly Patents do not

describe or provide a specific and usefiil teaching sufficient to enable the production of fully

human antibodies with specific immunoreactive activity (i'.e., specific binding to a particular

antigen). As discussed further below, in April l983, there were a number of problems associated

with obtaining human DNA sequences encoding antibodies that specifically bound a particular

antigen.

I03. First, for obvious ethical reasons, one could not in April 1983, and cannot today,

simply imrnunize a human being with an antigen of interest to isolate antibody-producing B cells

to make a hybridoma and clone heavy and light chain cDNAs. Even where people had been

challenged with an antigen accidentally, as in the case of infections with pathogens, there was

simply no practical way to gain access to their B cells.
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104. Second, it was near impossible in April 1983, without the benefit of later-

developed techniques like phage display and transgenic mice, to create human antibodies against

human self-antigens, and absolutely certain that not all self-antigens would evoke an antibody

response in a human. That is because immune tolerance mechanisms, which are a key feature of

human immunity, allow the immune system to distinguish self fi-om non-self and inhibit the body

from mounting immune responses against itself. For example, it would have been very difficult

in April I983 to make a human anti-CEA antibody by immortalisation of human B-cells

(whether by generating a hybridoma or by using a virus such as Epstein Barr Virus (EBV)),

because there are very few B-cells directed against self-antigens (like CEA) due to these immune

tolerance mechanisms. However, self—antigens are often of key importance in diseases like

rheumatoid arthritis (RA) and various cancers, and almost all currently FDA-approved

therapeutic antibodies (chimeric, humanized and fully human) are directed to human self-

antigens,‘ and all the currently FDA—approved fully human therapeutic antibodies were made

either by phage displayfantibody repertoire technology or from transgenic mice.

105. Third, even if one did have access to human antibody—producing B cells, there

would be no guarantee of success in making a human-human hybridonta. That is because one

needs a suitable human “fusion partner’’ to make a hybridoma, and fusion partners with

appropriate traits (e.g., the absence ofendogenous antibodies and genomic stability) were not

easily obtained. Although a few human-human hybridomas had been produced by early 1983,

many laboratories had been unsuccessful using such hybridornas, and questions remained as to

their practical value. (Olsson, L., er al., Antibody producing human-human hybridomas, 1.

4 The only therapeutic anti-infective approved for use is Synagis®, which is directed against
respiratory syncytial virus (“RSV”).
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Technical aspects, 61 J. IMMUNOL. MET]-I. 17 (1983).) Additionally, the antibody yield fi'om

such hybridomas was significantly lower than when mouse lymphocytes were used as f1lSi0l'!

partners. Further, human—human hybridomas were known to have more chromosomal instability

and to be slower-growing than mouse hybridomas. (Id)

106. Problems existed with human-mouse hybridornas as well- Before April 1983,

human-mouse hybridomas had been shown to preferentially segregate certain human

chromosomes, with some chromosomes preferentially retained while others were preferentially

lost as the hybridoma cells divided. (Croce, C.M., et a!., Production ofhuman hybridomas

secreting antibodies to measles virus, 288 NATURE 488 (1980), citing Croce, C.M., Loss of

mouse chromosomes in somatic cell hybrids between HT-1080 humanfibrosarcoma cetts and

mouse peritoneal macrophages, 72 PROC.NAT’L ACAD. SCI. USA 3248 (19%).) This resulted in

some immunoglobulin chain loci being lost. (Ia'.; see also Tong, N.N.H., et .93., Construction and

testing ofmouse-human heteromyetomasfor human monoclonal antibody production, 80 PROC.

Nan. ACAD. SC]. USA 7303 (1933).)

107. The Cabilly Patents provide no help regarding how to obtain human DNA

sequences encoding antibodies that specifically bound to a particular antigen, especially human

antigens, without great (and possibly insurmountable) difficulty. Consequently, given the state

ofthe art in April l983, coupled with the Cabilly Patents’ general lack ofdisclosure, a POSA

would not have reasonably concluded that the Cabilly inventors were in possession of vectors,

host cells, or a method for producing fully human antibodies. Nor would a POSA have been

taught how to make such vectors and host cells, or practice such a method without undue

experimentation.
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A. Human Antibodies Are Produced by Phage DispIay)'Antibody

Repertoire Technology or Transgenic Mouse Teehnologx

108. Today there exist several commercial fully human monoclonal antibody products,

including Humira® (AbbVie) (which was the first fully-human antibody product marketed),

Stelara® (Janssen Bioteeh), and Yervoy® (Bristol-Myers Squibb). None of these fiilly human

antibodies are made by any technique described in the Cabilly Patents, though I understand the

patent claims are broad enough to cover them. (I have been informed, for example, that BMS is

involved in a companion litigation involving Yervoy®-)

109. Human antibodies were developed in a series of experiments using concepts,

technology and inventions that were completely unknown at the time of filing the Cabilly

Patents. In essence our work (and that of the competing group of Richard Lerner) involved the

generation of large repertoires of human antibody fragments, and the selection of those with

desired binding activities. Humira®, the first human antibody to be approved for therapy, was

derived by this approach.

1 I0. The first problem in making fully human antibodies was the generation of large

repertoires of human antibody genes. This was solved by PCR5 amplification of rearranged

heavy (VH) and light chain (VL) variable region genes from populations of lymphocytes.

(Orland i, R., et ai., Cloning immnnoglobidin variable domainsfor expression by the polymerase

chain reaction, 86 Proc. Nat’l Acad. Sci. USA 3833 (1939); Marks, .l.D., et aI., Ofigonacieotide

primersfor polymerase chain reaction an1,oiij'ication ofhuman iminanogiobaiin variable genes

and design offamiiy-specific oiigonacieoride probes, 21 EUR J IMMUNOL 985 (I991); Ward, E.S.,

5 PCR did not appear in the literature until 1985, and was a technique of such far-reaching
significance that its inventor, Dr. Kary Mullis, won the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1993. (See

Saiki, R.K., et ai., Enzymatic ampiyicaiion ofbeta-globin genomic sequences and restriction site

anaiysis for diagnosis ofsickle ceii anemia, 230 SCIENCE 1350 (1985).)
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er al., Binding activities ofa repertoire ofsingle irnmunoglobulin variable domains secreted

fioin Escherichia coli, 341 NATURE 544 (1989).) The individual VH and VL gene libraries were

then combined into much larger combinatorial library (VH x VL) gene libraries (Huse, W.D., et

al. , Generation ofa large combinatorial library ofthe irninunoglobulin repertoire in phage

lambda, 246 SCIENCE 1275 (1989)) potentially encoding antibody fragments with associated

heavy and light chain variable domains (Clackson, T., et al., Making antiboajzfi-agments using

phage display libraries, 352 NATURE 624 (1991); Marks, .l.D., er al., By-passing immunization.

human antibodiesfrom l/—gene libraries displayed on phage, 222 J MOL BIOL 581 (1991)).

These libraries were potentially huge and highly diverse, with in excess of a million million

(IUD) different antibodies.

1 l 1. The second problem in making fully human antibodies was to select those rare

antibodies with binding activities to a desired antigen. This was solved by use of phage display

technology. Bacteriophage, or “phage” for short, are viruses that infect bacteria. Phage have

outer coat proteins that are encoded by phage DNA. DNA encoding other polypeptides can be

inserted into genes that encode phage coat proteins, and those polypeptides will thus be

“displayed” on the surface of the phage. The phage constitutes a replicable genetic package, in

which the phenotype (the ability of the displayed peptide to bind to a target) is linked to the

genotype (the DNA encoding the displayed peptide). Phage that bind to a desired target may

therefore be captured on a solid phase to which the target is attached (Smith, G.P., Filamentous

fixsion phage: novel expression vectors that display cloned antigens on the virion surface, 228

SCIENCE 1315 (1985)), and the gene encoding the displayed polypeptide isolated or sequenced.

I11 1990, it was shown that antibody fragments could be displayed on phage. (McCafferty, 1., et
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al. , Phage antibodies:filamentousphage displaying antibody variable domains, 343 NATURE

552 (1990).)

l 12. Most conveniently the VH x VL combinatorial gene libraries were linked together

as single chain Fv fragments (Bird, R., et al., Single—chain antigen-binding proteins, 242

SCIENCE 423 (1988)), fused at their N-termini to a signal sequence (to allow secretion from the

bacterial host) and at their C-terrnini to the coat protein of a filamentous bacteriophage (to allow

display and selection). By this means, a library of bacteriophage was created in which each

member encoded and displayed a different antibody fiagment, and from which “binders" could

be selected by capture on solid phase antigen. From such phage antibody libraries it was

possible to isolate antibody fragments with the desired binding activities. Antibody fragments,

which had been derived entirely from the VH and VL genes ofhuman lymphocytes (Marks, .l.D.,

er al., By-passing immunization. lmnran aniibodiesfioin V-gene libraries displayed on phage,

222 J MOL BIOL 581 (1991)), could be rebuilt into fiilly human antibodies by recombinant

methods (Jespers, L.S., er al., Guiding the selection oflmman antibodiesfrom phage display

reperroires to a single epirope ofan antigen, 12 NATURE BIOTECHNOLOGY 899 (1994)).

1 13. In April 1983, Such concepts had not been described nor had the technologies

required for implementing them (PCR, phage display, phage antibody display, combinatorial

antibody libraries, and single chain Fv fragments) been invented.

I 14. The other major method for making fully human antibodies came from the use of

mice into whose genome has been inserted the complete gene sequences from human origins

necessary for expression of human antibodies. Moreover, the naturally-occurring heavy chain

and Ig kappa light chain genes in such mice must be silenced. Such transgenic mice when

exposed to a desired human antigen respond, as they are now programmed to do, by making
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antibodies that are fully human.6 Such transgenic mice were first described in 1994, more than

ten years after the Cabilly Patents were filed. (Green, L.L., er al., Antigen-specific human

monoclonal antibodiesfiom mice engineered with human Ig heavy and light chain YACS, 7

NATURE GENETICS I3 (1994); Lonberg, N., et aI., Antigen~specific human antibodies_fi‘0m mice

comprisingfour distinct genetic modifications, 368 NATURE 856 (1994).) Since 1994, even more

V gene segments have been expressed in transgenic mice, and the collection of recoverable

antibodies continues to expand. (See Lonberg 2005.) Once a transgenic mouse expressing a

human antibody has been made, B cells that express human antibodies can be isolated and cloned

to make monoclonal antibodies. Again, these methods involve concepts that had not been

described in April 1983, as well as technologies that had not yet been invented.

115. In sum, the Cabilly Patents present no viable method for making a fully human

antibody, despite the fact that such antibodies are encompassed by the scope of the Cabilly

Patents’ claims; combinatorial human antibody libraries displayed on phage did not exist until

1991, nor were suitable transgenic mice available until 1994. In April 1983, a POSA would not

have believed that the Cabilly inventors had invented fully human recombinant antibodies, and

the Cabilly specification certainly does not provide a specific and useful teaching to a POSA on

how to make them.

6 Both these important techniques were reviewed in the same issue ofNATURE BIOTECHNOLOGY
in 2005: Hoogenboom, H.R., Selecting and screening recombinant antibody libraries, 23

NATURE BIOTECHNOL. 1 105 (2005); Lonberg, N., Human antibodiesfrom transgenic animals, 23

NATURE BIOTECHNOL. 1 l I 3’ (2005).
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XIV. The Cabilly Patents Do Not Describe or_Enable Vectors, Host

Cells_.._ or Methods for Producing Igé or IgM Immunoglobulins

116. As discussed above, the scope ofthe claims ofthe Cabilly Patents encompasses

all five main classes of immunoglobulins: IgG, IgA, IgM, IgD, and IgE. (Col. 3, lines 60-63.)

I 17. Although IgA and IgM immunoglobulins fall within the scope ofthe method

claims of the Cabilly Patents, in April 1983, a POSA would have understood that the Genentech

inventors were not in possession of vectors, host cells or methods of producing these

irnmunoglobulins, and thus, their production was not enabled. As described below, the

complexities of IgA and IgM immunoglobulins require unique structural elements not present in

the irnmunoglobulins discussed in the Cabilly Patents, in particular, the addition of a third

immunoglobulin chain, the J chain.

I 18. All immunoglobulins are constructed from the same basic tetrameric unit

consisting of two “heavy" and two “light” polypeptide chains held together by disulphide bonds.

For example, IgG antibodies are composed of a single tetrarner, as shown schematically here:

iighi: eizséfi _i heavy chair;

I *— tetramet.._—._._....___I

!gG

Figure 3: IgG Immunoglobulius Consist of a Single Tetramer,

Comprised of Two Heavy Chains and Two Light Chains

l 19. IgA and IgM antibodies are much more complex, and exist as multimers of

tetramers—that is, each antibody is comprised ofmultiple conjoined tetramersjoined by a J

chain, as shown here:
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Figure 4: IgA and IgM Immunoglobulins Consist of

Multiple Tetramers Linked Together by a J Chain

120. IgA intmunogiobulins primarily exist as dimers of tetramers, and IgM

irnrnunoglobulins exist as pentarners of tetiamers. As seen in Figure 4, the individual tetramers

in both IgA and IgM imrnunoglobulins are linked together by a polypeptide chain known as the

“J chain.” The J chain is a 15 kilodalton polypeptide chain encoded by a separate gene fi-om

those that encode the heavy and light chains, and the J chain assists in the multimerization of

both IgA and IgM irnmunoglobulins. No polypeptide chain similar to the J chain exists in single

tctramer irnmunoglobulins such as IgG antibodies.

12 I. A POSA in April 1933 would have understood that the structural addition ofa J

chain adds complexity to the creation of recombinant IgA and IgM immunoglobulins. For

example, gene isolation, expression plasmid construction, host cell transformation, and IgM.’IgA

immunoglobulin assembly are all compounded by the necessity of expressing a polypeptide J

chain in addition to the heavy and light chains required for single tetrarner imrnunoglobulins.

The Cabiily Patents do not discuss J chains at all, let alone teach anything about how to isolate or

express one and produce an multimeric immunoglobulin.
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122. The Cabilly inventors did not purport to have recombinantly produced either IgA

or IgM antibodies as of April 1983. Additionally, the Cabilly Patents are devoid ofany

disclosures or examples indicating that the production of IgA or lgM immunoglobulins was

possible in April 1983 by practicing the claimed methods.

l23. Given the immature state ofthe art in April 1983 with respect to both regulatory

elements and immunoglobulin assembly, the resulting lack ofpredictability regarding

recombinant immunoglobulin expression and assembly, coupled with the Cabilly Patents‘

general lack ofdisclosure, and the complete absence ofworking or predictive examples of

expression and assembly of IgM and IgA immunoglobulins, a POSA would not have reasonably

concluded that the Cabilly inventors were in possession of the claimed vectors, host cells, or

methods for producing recombinant IgM and IgA irnrnunoglobulins; nor would a POSA have

been taught how to make such an imrnunoglobulin (or vector and host cell) based on the Cabilly

Patents without undue experimentation.

XV. The Asserted Cabilly II and III Claims Are Invalid for Double Patenting

124. All three Cabilly Patents state that the alleged invention relates to the use of

recombinant DNA technology to make immunoglobulins or antibodies, including “chimeric”

antibodies- A “chimeric” antibody is one whose heavy andfor light chain polypeptides contain

amino acid sequences derived from different species (e.g., human and mouse).

125. The Cabilly Patents set forth three “options” for transforming one or more host

cells with one or more vectors containing the two DNA sequences encoding the heavy and light

chains: (i) separate host cells are transformed with separate vectors, r‘.e., one host cell is

transformed with a heavy chain expression vector, and one is transformed with a light chain

expression vector; (ii) one host cell is transformed with two vectors, a heavy chain expression
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vector and a separate light chain expression vector, and (iii) one host cell is transformed with one

vector containing the DNA encoding both the heavy and light chains. In the case where heavy

and light chains are expressed in a single host cell transformed according to option (ii) or (iii),

the heavy and light chains are said to be “coexpressed” in the same host cell.

126. I am infonned that Genentech has asserted against Lilly’s chimeric Erbitux®

product only Cabilly II claims 15, 1?, and 33, and Cabilly lll claims 20, 27, 43, and 46. I am

informed that Lilly contends that the subject matter of each of these asserted claims is not

patentably distinct fi'om the subject matter claimed in claims I, 2, 6, or 7 ofCabilly I, and that,

therefore, the asserted claims are invalid for “obviousness-type double patenting.” Counsel for

Lilly has asked me to examine and provide my opinion on this issue.

127. For the reasons discussed below, it is my opinion that the asserted claims ofthe

later Cabilly II and [II patents are not patentably distinct from claims 1, 2, 6 and 7*’ ofthe earlier

Cabilly I patent.

A. Cabillg I Claims 1 and 2 Cover Three Transformation Options

128. Independent claim 1 ofCabilly I recites a method for making “a chimeric

immnnoglobulin heavy or light chain having specificity for a particular known antigen,” the

constant and variable regions of which are homologous to antibody constant and variable regions

ofdifferent mammalian species. Claim 2 of Cabilly l is a dependent claim, depending from

claim 1. Claim 2 states that the constant region is human. Thus, Claim 2 ofCabilly I covers

chimeric heavy and light chains with a human constant region and a non-human variable region.

129. The recited method steps of Cabilly I claims land 2 are: (a) preparing “a DNA

sequence encoding a chimeric immunoglobulin heavy or light chain,” (b) inserting “the

sequence” into “a replicable expression vector” having a promoter compatible with “a host cell,”
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(c)transfom1ing “the host cell” with the vector, (d) culturing the host cell, and (e) recovering the

“chimeric heavy or light chain” from the cell culture.

130. I understand that the claims ofCabilly I should be interpreted in light of the

specification ofwhich they are a part. That specification discloses that the invention, in

significant part, is directed to recombinant DNA processes for making antibodies and non-

specific immunoglobulins formed ofassembled heavy and light chains. (Col. l, lines 14-16, col.

3, lines 16-22, 53-54.) The disclosed recombinant DNA processes include inserting the

appropriate DNA sequences encoding the heavy and light chains into one or two vectors, and

transforming one or two host cells with such vectors. In particular, the Cabilly specification

expressly contemplates only three transformation options: (i) transforming separate host cells

with separate vectors each containing a DNA sequence, (ii) transforming a single host cell with

separate vectors, and (iii) transforming a single host cell with a single vector containing both

DNA sequences. (Col. 12, lines 23-30.) In my opinion, 3 POSA would consider all three

transformation options to be part of the Same invention. Indeed, the Cabilly Patents state that

“regardless of which of the three foregoing [transformation] options is chosen, the cells are

grown under conditions appropriate to the production of the desired protein” and “[t]he protein

thus produced is then recovered from the cell culture by methods known in the art.” (Col. 12,

lines 3 l -38 (emphasis supplied).)

131. in light ofthe teaching in the Cabilly Patents, it is my opinion that a POSA would

understand Cabilly I claims land 2 to cover a method for the production of immunoglobulins and

antibodies comprising heavy and light chains by a process that includes a transformation step

that may be any one of the three disclosed options. For this reason, a POSA would understand
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that the claim language “heavy or light chain” is inclusive, i. e., as encompassing the production

of the heavy chain, or the light chain, or both the heavy and light chains.

132. Accordingly, it is my opinion that a POSA would understand that Cabilly I claims

1 and 2 cover preparing (and inserting) DNA sequences encoding both the heavy and light

chains, and, therefore, that the claim is not limited to the use ofonly one “replicable expression

vector.” Instead, a POSA would at once envisage that the Cabilly I claim 1 step of

“transfonning” covers all three of the disclosed transformation options. Any of these options

would allow either separate recovery of the expressed chains (and formation of a chimeric

immunoglobulin by in vitro assembly) or recovery of the expressed chains in the form of an

immunoglobulin (or antibody) assembled in viva.

B. Cabilly II Claim 33 Is Not Patentably Distinct from Cabilly I Claim 1

I33. Cabilly II claim 33 is a “process” claim. It sets forth a process for making, in

part, “an immunoglobulin molecule” that contains “at least the variable domains of the

immunoglobulin heavy and light chains.” The heavy and light chains are otherwise not defined,

and thus are not otherwise limited. Therefore, a POSA would understand that Cabilly 11 claim 33

covers the production of heavy and light chains that are chimeric.

134. The only expressly recited method step ofCabilly 11 claim 33 is “independently

expressing” the two DNA sequences encoding the heavy and light chains “in [a] single host

cell,” which, of course, a POSA would understand had previously been transformed with the

heavy and light chain sequences. Thus, although a POSA would understand that Cabilly II claim

33 claims coexpressing the heavy and light chains in a single transformed host cell, the number

of vectors used for the transfonnation is not specified. Thus, a POSA would understand that the

claim covers the same second and third transformation options disclosed in the Cabilly Patents

(either the use of two vectors each with a separate immunoglobulin chain, or the use of only a
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single vector with both immunoglobulin chains, to transform a single host cell) and encompassed

by Cabilly I claim 1 (and claim 2).

135. The process of claim 33 ofCabilly II results in the formation of“an

immunoglobulin molecule.” According to Genentech, the claim requires assembly of the heavy

and light chains to form an immunoglobulin molecule. (CC 0rd. at 15-16.) But the claim says

nothing about how or where the heavy and light chains are recovered and assembled into an

immunoglobulin molecule; therefore, the claim covers recovering both separate chains for

subsequent in vitro assembly or in vivo assembled chains in the form of an immunoglobulin

molecule.

136. As set forth above, like Cabilly II claim 33, a POSA would understand that the

preparing/inserting/transforming steps of Cabilly I claim 1 cover the production of a single host

cell transformed with the heavy and light chain sequences by the second and third transformation

options disclosed in the Cabilly Patents. The culturing step of Cabilly I claim 1 produces the

protein encoded by the foreign DNA contained in the transformed host cell. Thus, a POSA

would understand that Cabilly I claim 1 includes “independently expressing” the

immunoglobulin DNA sequences in a single host cell transformed with the heavy and light chain

sequences, as claimed in Cabilly II claim 33. Finally, a POSA would understand that the

recovery step of Cabilly I claim 1 includes both recovery of separate chains (and formation of a

chimeric antibody by in vitro assembly) and recovery of in viva assembled chains in the form of

an antibody. In other words, a POSA would understand that Cabilly I claim 1 claims a process

that results in the formation of an immunoglobulin molecule as in Cabilly II claim 33. For the

same reasons, a POSA would understand that Cabilly I claim 2 claims a process that results in
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the formation ofan immunoglobulin molecule having a human heavy or light chain constant

region and that Cabilly II claim 33 covers processes for producing such immunogiobulins.

I37. Because subject matter claimed in Cabilly I claims 1 and 2 (which cover a method

for making chimeric immunoglobulins using any ofthe three disclosed transfonnation options

and independently expressing the heavy and light chains in a single host cell) is the same as

subject matter claimed in Cabilly 11 claim 33 (which covers the same method using either the

second or third of the disclosed transformation options), it is my opinion that the later Cabilly I]

claim 33 is not patentably distinct from the earlier claim because it is anticipated by the earlier

claim.

C. Cabilly III Claims 20, 27, and 43 Are Not

Patentably Distinct from Cabilly I Claim 2

I38. Cabilly [11 claims 20, 27, and 43 are “method” claims. Cabilly Ill claim 20 sets

forth a method that produces a chimeric antibody, one whose heavy and light chains both

comprise a “human constant region sequence” and “a variable region sequence comprising non

human mammalian variable region sequences.” Cabilly Ill claims 27 and 43 set forth methods

that produce an antibody (in which the heavy and light chains comprise “a variable region

sequence and a human constant region sequence”) that can be chimeric (when the “variable

region sequence” is non-human).

139. The methods of Cabilly Ill claims 20 and 43 require “coexpressing” the chimeric

heavy and light chains in “a recombinant host cell,” which, of course, a POSA would understand

had previously been transformed with the heavy and light chain sequences. Because the way in

which the “recombinant host cell” is made is not specified, a POSA would understand that the

claims cover the second and third transformation options disclosed in the Cabilly Patents (use of

two vectors or only a single vector to transform a single host cell).
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I40. Cabilly Ill claim 27 recites a method of making heavy and light chains in “a

recombinant host cell" comprising a vector encoding the heavy and light chains. A POSA thus

would understand that this claim covers coexpressing the heavy and light chains in a single

recombinant host cell. But because only one vector is used, a POSA would understand that the

claim covers only the third transformation option disclosed in the Cabilly Patents, namely

transforrnation with a single vector containing DNA sequences for both the heavy and light

chains.

I41. The methods ofclaims 20 and 43 ofCabilly [II result in “an antibody.” But the

claims say nothing about how or where the heavy and light chains are recovered and assembled

into an antibody, and, therefore, these claims cover both recovery of separate chains for

subsequent in vitro assembly and recovery of in viva assembled chains in the form of an

antibody. (CC 0rd. at 17-18.)

142. As set forth above, like Cabilly Ill claims 20, 2'? and 43, a POSA would

understand that the preparing/inserting/transforming steps of Cabilly I claim 2 cover the

production of a recombinant host cell prepared by transformation options (ii) or (iii) disclosed in

the Cabilly Patents. The culturing step ofCabilly I claim 2 produces the protein encoded by the

foreign DNA contained in the recombinant host cell. Thus, a POSA would understand that

Cabilly I claim 2 includes a method of“making” or “coexpressing” the heavy and light chains in

“a recombinant host cell,” as claimed in Cabilly III claims 20, 27, and 43. Finally, a POSA

would understand that the recovery step ofCabilly I claim 2 includes both recovery of separate

chains (and formation of a chimeric antibody by in vftro assembly) and recovery of in vivo

assembled chains in the form ofan antibody. In other words, Cabilly I claim 2 claims a process
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that results in the formation ofa chimeric antibody as in Cabilly Ill claims 20 and 43, and it

discloses the recovery step ofCabilly Ill claim 27.

143. Because subject matter claimed in Cabilly I claim 2 (which covers a method for

making chimeric antibodies using any of the three disclosed transformation options, making or

coexpressing the heavy and light chains in a recombinant host cell, and the separate recovery of

the chains for assembly in vitro or as assembled in vivo), is the same as the subject matter

claimed in Cabilly ill claim 20, 2?, and 43 (which cover the same method using the second or

third of the disclosed transformation options), it is my opinion that the later claims are not

patentably distinct from the earlier claim. The later Cabilly Ill claims 20, 27, and 43 are

anticipated by the earlier claim.

D. Cabiliy I Claim 6 Covers Three Transformation Options

144. independent claim 5 ofCabilly I claims a “replicable expression vector”

comprising “DNA encoding a chimeric immunoglobulin heavy or light chain having specificity

for a particular known antigen,” the constant and variable regions of which are homologous to

antibody constant and variable regions of different mammalian species. Claim 6 of Cabiily l is a

dependent claim, depending from claim 5. Claim 6 states that the first mammalian species is

human. Thus, the heavy and light chains of claim 6 are both chimeric; each may have a human

constant region and a variable region that is “homologous” to the corresponding regions of an

antibody of a “second, different mammalian species.”

145. As discussed above (‘|]1] 128-132), it is my opinion that, in light ofthe teaching in

the specification, a POSA would understand Cabilly I claim 6 to cover vectors that can be used

for the production of immunoglobulins and antibodies comprising heavy and light chains. For

this reason, a POSA would understand that the claim language “heavy or light chain” in Cabillyl
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claim 6 covers a vector containing DNA sequences encoding, in addition to either the heavy or

light chains alone, both the heavy and light chains.

146. Accordingly, it is my opinion that a POSA would understand that Cabilly I claim 6

is not limited to a “replicable expression vector” comprising only one chimeric immunoglobulin

heavy or light chain DNA sequence- Instead, in my opinion, a POSA would at once envisage

that the claim covers vectors that can be used for all three of the disclosed transformation

options.

E. Cabillg 1] Claim 15 Is Not Patentablg Distinct From Cabilly I Claim 6

I47. Cabilly II claim 15 claims a “vector” comprising two DNA sequences encoding

“at least [the] variable domain[s] of immunoglobulin heavy and light chains” without any further

limitation. Thus, this claim covers vectors containing DNA sequences that encode chimeric

heavy and light chains. A POSA would understand that Cabilly ll claim 15 covers vectors that

can be used for the third transformation option disclosed in the Cabilly Patents.

148. As set forth above, like Cabilly II claim 15, a POSA would understand that the

vector of Cabilly I claim 6 includes a vector comprising two DNA sequences encoding chimeric

heavy and light chains. Because the subject matter claimed in Cabilly I claim 6 (which covers

one or two vectors that can be used for all three of the disclosed trarlsformation options) is the

same as subject matter claimed in Cabilly II claim 15 (which covers vectors that can be used for

the third transformation option), it is my opinion that the later claim is not patentably distinct

from the earlier claim. The later Cabilly II claim 15 is anticipated by the earlier claim.

F. Cahilly I Claim 7 Covers Th rce Transformation Options

149. Claim 7 of Cabilly I claims a “[r]ecombinant host cell[]” transfonned with the

vector of claim 5, r'.e., a “replicable expression vector” comprising “DNA encoding a chimeric

immunoglobulin heavy or light chain having specificity for a particular known antigen.”
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150. As discussed above (1]'1l I28-132), it is my opinion that, in light ofthe teaching in

the specification, a POSA would understand Cabilly I claim 7 to cover host cells that can be used

for the production of immunoglobulins and antibodies comprising heavy and light chains. For

this reason, a POSA would understand that the claim language “heavy or light chain” in Cabilly I

claim 7 covers vectors containing DNA sequences encoding, in addition to either the heavy or

light chains alone, both the heavy and light chains. Accordingly, it is my opinion that a POSA

would understand that Cabilly] claim 3’ is not limited to a “[r]ecombinant host cell[]”

transformed with the vector comprising only one immunoglobulin DNA sequence, and that the

claim is not limited to the use ofonly one “replicable expression vector.” Instead, in my opinion,

a POSA would at once envisage that the claim covers a “[r]ecombinant host cellfl” transformed

according to all of the three transformation options disclosed in the Cabilly Patents.

G. Cabilly II Claim 17 Is Not Patentably Distinct From Cabilly I Claim 7

IS]. Cabilly ll claim 17 claims a “host cell[]’’ transformed with the vector of claim 15,

:'.e., a “vector” comprising two DNA sequences that include chimeric heavy and light chains.

152. As set forth above, like Cabilly II claim 17, a POSA would understand that Cabilly

I claim 7 covers host cells transformed with a vector comprising two DNA sequences encoding

chimeric heavy and light chains. Because the subject matter claimed in Cabilly I claim 7 (which

covers host cells transformed according to any of the three disclosed transformation options) is

the same as subject matter in Cabilly [I claim 17 (which covers host cells transformed according

to the third disclosed transformation option), it is my opinion that the later claim is not

patentably distinct from the earlier claim. The later Cabilly II claim 17 is anticipated by the

earlier claim.
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H. Cabilly [[l Claim 46 Is Not Patentably Distinct From Cabilly I Claim 7

153. Cabilly III claim 46 claims “[a] recombinant host cell comprising the vector of

claim 45,” i_e., a “replicable expression vector” comprising DNA encoding an antibody heavy

and light chain having specificity for a desired antigen and a human constant region sequence-

154. As set forth above, like Cabilly Ill claim 46, a POSA would understand that

Cabilly I claim 7 covers host cells transformed with a vector comprising two DNA sequences

encoding chimeric heavy and light chains. Because the subject matter ciaimed in Cabilly I claim

7 (which covers host cells transformed according to any of the three disclosed transformation

options) is the same as subject matter claimed in Cabilly Ill claim 46 (which covers host cells

transformed according to the third disclosed transformation option), it is my opinion that the later

claim is not patentably distinct fi'om the earlier claim. The later Cabilly III claim 46 is

anticipated by the earlier claim.

XVI. Conclusion

155. For the reasons set forth above, it is my opinion that the Cabilly Patents did not

provide sufficient written description to demonstrate with reasonable clarity to a POSA in April

1983 that the inventors were in possession of the extremely broad scope of vectors, host cells,

and methods that the patent claims encompass. Nor, for the reasons explained above, do the

Cabilly Patents enable a POSA in April 1983 to make or use the extremely broad range of

vectors, host cells, and methods that are claimed without undue experimentation. In addition, the

asserted claims of Cabilly [I and II] are not patentably distinct from the claims of Cabilly I.
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